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About IX
Supports 4 major crypto coins:
BTC, BCC, ETH, IXT (IX Token).

About

Main principle is straightforward:

IX Wallet is an innovation among cryptocurrency wallets. This

Deposit money to account — generate passive income. This is called

product allows you to earn profits by simply storing finds in the

“profit sharing” concept and we offer 9 to 20.5% monthly interest

wallet. Main idea behind IX Wallet is to reinvent traditional

depending on HOLD Balance category. However, it’s not the only way to

saving system by utilizing modern technological advances and

turn profits.

generate a distinctive passive income stream.
Simply said, IX Wallet is your new wallet for cryptocurrencies

IX Wallet is brought to you by the Management and Development Team

with zero commissions for deposits/withdrawals. Wallet

behind such projects as Stratis ICO, Binance and BNCEX, a team of

features a multi-cluster blockchain system architecture to

individuals well experienced to create a real secure Decentralized Bank

ensure complete security and transparency of transactions.

ixwallet.io
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IX ARBITER ROBOT
Currently our company is funded by the money earned from our

Arbiter is a fully automated entity and our work is focused on enhancing

operating project.

it’s trade effectiveness by uploading vast amounts of trading statistics

Our R&D department have created unique product, a trading bot

to neural centre. Daily returns depend on current volatility at markets,

featuring arbitrary functionality. His main task is to deliver profitable

with average at 4-5% profits.

arbitrage deals by scanning stock exchange data and commencing

However, this number is a median as numbers tend to change

trades (Buying lower price assets at company's A exchange, then selling

depending on market volatility.

assets for higher price at company's B exchange).
One of main IX Arbiter's advantages lies deep within it's core design: our

Our intentions with this revolutionary product are to make source code

bot is built upon a wide neural network and capable of learning and

open to public after the main line of IX Ecosystem products is released.

self-improving.IX TEAM keeps source code encapsulated, thus giving

This will happen September 2020 and from that point we’ll be willing to

investors ability to earn profits with Arbiter via IX Wallet.

sell licensed copies to customers for personal use.

HOLD Balance accruals will be available only untill September 2020
Then, all funds from there will be returned to your main balance
ixwallet.io
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IXT Token

Our IX WALLET is strongly dependent on IXT,

To prevent speculative actions, IXT will not be

an ERC20 standard cryptocurrency token.

available at crypto exchanges. This way, IXT

Total amount of tokens issued is 10 000 000,

price can be regulated by supply and demand

with price tag starting at $1.

market principles fairly, making for another
income stream.

Whenever an IXT is sold, it’s burnt out and is

We are concerned that IXT price will grow up to

not a subject for restoration.

100$ subsequently as we launch
IX ECOSYSTEM products.

ixwallet.io
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Earn Interest Monthly
IX Token Team strives to deliver exceptional and profitable opportunities to satisfy every client.
We offer 4 categories for each currency with various monthly interest rates and daily accruals to your balance:

Category

Daily Accrurals

Monthly Interest

Bitcoin

Bitcoin Cash

Ethereum

1

0.3%

9%

0.015 – 0.1 BTC

0.25 – 1.75 BCC

0.5 – 3 ETH

2

0.4%

12%

0.1 – 0.5 BTC

1.75 – 8.5 BCC

3 – 15 ETH

3

0.5%

15%

0.5 – 1.85 BTC

8.5 – 33.5 BCC

15 – 60 ETH

4

0.6%

18%

from 1.85 BTC

from 33.5 BCC

from 60 ETH

ixwallet.io
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Fees & Commissions

0%

Receiving
to account balance

1%

0%

Withdrawal
from account balance

Withdrawal from HOLD balance
that remained in system for over 30 days

5%

Withdrawal from HOLD balance

Withdrawal from HOLD balance

within 1-15 days since deposit

10%

within 16-30 days since deposit

Special Offering:

+1%

If your HOLD balance remains
on balance untouched for 30 days
you get a monthly accrued bonus

+2.5%

If your HOLD balance remains
on balance untouched for 60 days
you get a monthly accrued bonus

You’ll be able to acquire bonus on monthly basis( 90, 120, 150… days) if no funds from HOLD balance are withdrawn

ixwallet.io
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Rank

IXT Bounty
Campaign
By participating in IXT Official
Bounty Program you can get

Bounty Campaign
consists of 5 ranks

Lines from 2 to 10

Lines from 11

I

0% of daily accruals from all your
referrals starting from 11 line

II

6% of daily accruals from all your
referrals starting from 11 line

100%

III

rewards for constructing your own
members network.

Line 1

10%

Of daily accruals

Of daily accruals

from your 1 line referrals

from your 2-10 line referrals

10% of daily accruals from all your
referrals starting from 11 line

IV

14% of daily accruals from all your
referrals starting from 11 line

V

18% of daily accruals from all your
referrals starting from 11 line

For Lines 11 and up an accrual compensation is applicable
Example: You’ve achieved V Rank, therefore you get 18% of daily accruals from lines 11 and further.
However, your additional reward will be a compensation between your rank and partners rank.
If there exists a partner of III Rank, you’ll get (18%-10%=8%) of his daily accruals as a bonus.
ixwallet.io
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Conditions to achieve
higher ranks

Conditions to open more Lines:

Rank I

Minimal HOLD Balance of
1 ETH / 0.03 BTC / 0.5 BCC

Rank II

Summary of Team’s HOLD Balance
equivalent to $125000

Rank III

Summary of Team’s HOLD Balance
equivalent to $250000

Rank IV

Two III Rank Partners in Lines 1-2

Rank V

Two IV Rank Partners in Lines 1-2

Access to new lines is granted when your partners
achieve I Rank.
Each such partner invited gives you access to 2
additional passive income lines, up to the 10-th line.

ixwallet.io
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Roadmap
Driven by a vision to provide convenient solutions to our customers, this Roadmap includes IX Company’s plans for further development:

July 2019

Mobile App Launch
Development of user-friendly Android/iOS applications will allow you to send and
receive funds, check your account balance from your smartphone.
Application is designed to maintain high standards of security: biometrical check,
two-factor authentication when signing in.

Aug 2019

Internal Crypto Exchange Platform
Our plans considering IX Ecosystem include an internal exchange for most
accepted crypto currencies. A crucial step in our development, as we can stop being
dependent on third-party platforms and provide lower transaction fees with
enhanced security and automated exchanges.

ixwallet.io
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Sep 2019

Crypto Terminal Network
Our systems expansion outside of the Internet starts with a convenient network of
instant exchange cash-2-crypto terminals. Best offer rate and enhanced operating
speed are guaranteed by our partnership exchanges.
This way, incoming operation is seen almost momentarily after customers
confirmation.

Oct 2019

Hardware Crypto Wallet
The most secure way to store your assets is an offline secure storage device that
protects private keys from your assets. Built with advanced secure element inside,
a chip designed to securely host confidential data and withstand crypto-attacks,
our IX Storage provides an easy and efficient way to secure your funds.
You can manage IX account access privileges using Storage, this way intruders
won't be able to use your data, even if they have all your credentials in possession.

ixwallet.io
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4QT 2019

Crypto assets management through bank
accounts worldwide
Our ambitions go beyond simply becoming a crypto wallet, thus we need to ensure
use of the most convenient components of current banking system. IX Wallet is
soon to be implemented into the network to provide high quality of service.

1QT 2020

Decentralized global payment system
Efficient

business

model,

transparent

blockchain

technology

and

customer-oriented management is what makes our company such a powerful
force to establish new digital economy. We strive to deliver unification to banking
sector, thus our platform is designed to allow online shops and websites accept
crypto and banking payments using IX Merchant Account.

2QT 2020

Launching of global Car Sharing service
Economical model of service would be deeply bounded with cryptocurrency,
especially IX Token. IX Drive application would be connected with your wallet, and
payment for Car Sharing service could be processed automatically from your
cryptocurrency balance.
ixwallet.io
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Our Team
Our Leadership
Yang Li
System Architect

William Clark
Product Manager
Asian American of Filipino descent. BCNEX

TX. He has an extensive resume within

Sergey Storojuk
Senior Blockchain Developer

blockchain and software security industries,

Sergey is Ukrainian, but lives almost 10 last

perfectly managed team and provide best

including roles at Binance, world’s leading

years in Israel; previously worked at Stratis,

products to market. An entrepreneur with more

crypto and fiat currency exchange platform.

company that specializes in developing private

than 10 years of experience in financial market,

This project contains all of his ambitious design

blockchains for contractors.

William is devoted to idea of the most

choices about system’s multi-layer security.

His excellent skills in blockchain construction

comfortable and secured crypto storage yet.

Asian American currently living in Pasadena,

are

vital

when

creating

background gives him opportunity to build

a

cluster

of

independently communicating blockchains.

ixwallet.io
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Embracing Our Vision of Finances
Since the invention of banking, the global financial system has become

An obvious solution for this problem is a modern decentralized system.

increasingly more centralized, meaning that control over most massive

Blockchain technology has granted a way to reinvent traditional

financial institutions has been concentrated under very few authorities.

banking and build a better, more efficient system.

Centralization has overall led to the creation of vast amounts of wealth
for properly connected ones.

Our way of progress is to swiftly integrate the products and partner up
with traditional offline systems to expand our impact. We have created

However, the same centralization has also contributed to many

the most advanced and secure way to store cryptocurrencies and earn

challenges and risks we face today, ranging from basic access to

passive income, and we want to revolutionize the system via it!

growing inequality. Financial sector has compromised itself with only
47% trusting government of global country average. Finally, in a
centralized system one abject failure can decimate an entire system,
just like a financial crisis in 2008.

ixwallet.io

